Friday 11:25AM June 22 2018 Michael L. Urquhart | In this reacquainting with my civil lawsuit development website find the issues of the US Department of Education which fundamentally have to be about who they are in the debt collection industry too and where do they release or vent their frustrations at Americans that report is pending and in progress regarding the issue of being threatened with arrest to soften me for the test of how I might be willing to sign over my children and my wife in order to pay a claim by a consortium of mainly men who are saying that no claim obligation they can force to be paid is ever allowed to be erased by why I am bankrupt today and had declared that after it became clear that the caused homelessness which is about those I am supposed to be able to sue for that being caused also wiped out any capacity to ever by able to recover financially without erasing all claims. If they could enter death to make you pain and pay they would do that too. Further back regarding the Department of Education is the failure to provision properly the American benefits in the interest bearings which has to do with always being in the interest of the people and not in the sheets with loan providers only who today are the only customer provided satisfaction since all US citizens are supposed to be good natured cash cows and always willing to even pay the highest interest rates those in the financial industry demanded.
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